
Technical Report:
1. Project Objectives:

The primary objective of this year’s SCEC software sustainability project was to bring five
SCEC software distributions up to CIG best software standards for scientific software [CIG]. The
SCEC software distributions improved on this project were the Broadband Platform [Maechling],
CyberShake [Graves], OpenSHA [Field], pyCSEP [Savran], and UCVM [Small]. This work made
these software distributions more available, and easier to use by the SCEC research community,
and helped to ensure these software distributions can be maintained and extended by
developers in the future.

2. Methodology:
SCEC software developers manage the source code for the following SCEC research

community codes: (1) Broadband Platform, (2) CyberShake, (3) OpenSHA, (4) pyCSEP, and (5)
UCVM. SCEC releases new versions of these software to ensure that the best available software
is available to the research community. Open-source software distributions allow the SCEC
research community to build on the work of others, and ensure that the software can be
reviewed, fixed, or improved in the future. Modern open-source software distributions are the
way we are preserving SCEC software distributions for future use.

Over the last few years, including this year, SCEC software developers have added many
new capabilities to these software. At this same time, we have deferred software development
work needed to improve the distributions, creating a backlog of work needed to support SCEC’s
public distributions of these research software.

On this year’s project, we began by reviewing these five SCEC scientific software
distributions using the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG) software
development best practices [CIG] rating system. Based on these reviews, SCEC software
developers, Scott Callaghan, Fabio Silva, Kevin Milner, Mei-Hui Su, Bill Savran, and Philip
Maechling, made improvements to these five SCEC software distributions to meet CIG minimum
software development best practices. In this project report, we describe sustainability
improvements made during this project year, and we do not describe new features or
capabilities that were added to the software during this time.

There are other important SCEC research codes that are not discussed in the report
including AWP-ODC, RSQSim, SORD, and others, but these software are not maintained and
extended by SCEC staff so they were not included in this year’s software sustainability work.

3. Results and Significance:
Software sustainability improvements were made to each of the SCEC codes during the

project. A summary of improvements, and an evaluation of the codes using CIG standards is
given below.

3.1. Shared Software Infrastructure:
We identified several capabilities that would benefit multiple software distributions.

These include the SCEC GitHub repository, a home page for SCEC supported software on the
main SCEC website, and standardized software home pages for SCEC software that do not have
their own project home pages. Figure 1 shows SCEC’s GitHub homepage that hosts SCEC’s



open-source software distributions. Four of the codes involved on this project have now been
migrated into public repositories on SCEC’s GitHub site. OpenSHA software is managed in
OpenSHA-specific public GitHub repositories, primarily to simplify repository management by
OpenSHA developers, but the OpenSHA software could be migrated into SCEC’s repository if
needed.

We designed and prototyped, and reviewed a SCEC software home page that provides
an overview of SCEC-maintained software distributions, with links to the home page for each of
these distributions. The software home page also provides links to SCEC-maintained websites.
This software home page prototype has been sent to Edric Pauk, and the SCEC operations
group, and this content is expected to be added to the SCEC website at
https://scec.org/research/software once it has been properly edited and formatted by that
group.

We also designed, prototyped, and reviewed standardized software home pages for
three of the SCEC software distributions including Broadband Platform, CyberShake, and UCVM.
These home pages provide information about each software distribution including name,
description, license information, links to source code and documentation, and descriptions of
how users can cite the software in their research publications. These software page prototypes
have been sent to Edric Pauk, and the SCEC operations group, and it is expected they will be
added to the SCEC website at https://scec.org/research/software/bbp
https://scec.org/research/software/cybershake, and https://scec.org/research/software/ucvm
once they have been properly edited and formatted by the group. pyCSEP and OpenSHA already
have their own software home pages, and we are not currently planning to change those home
pages to this new standardized format.

https://scec.org/research/software
https://scec.org/research/software/bbp
https://scec.org/research/software/cybershake
https://scec.org/research/software/ucvm


Figure 1: SCEC's GitHub homepage provides community access to SCEC's open-source software distributions.

3.2. Common Format GitHub Repositories and Project Software Pages:
To improve the presentation of SCEC open-source distributions on GitHub, we developed

a standard list of files to be included in each SCEC’s GitHub repositories. This list of files includes
a README.md file, CREDITS.md file, CONTRIBUTING.md, LICENSE.txt, and a
Code_of_Conduct.md file. By including these files, SCEC repositories are applying standard
open-source software practices consistently for each of our software distributions.

We also defined standardized content for the SCEC README.md files. README.md files
are now defined for BBP, CyberShake, pyCSEP, and UCVM to include an overview description of
the software purpose, software badges, installation instructions, links to the software
documentation, usage examples, information on how to acknowledge and cite the software in
research publications, a code-of-conduct statement, a link for reporting software issues, and
contact information for the SCEC software development team.

3.3. Introduction of Continuous Integration Testing
During the project year, several of the SCEC software distributions adopted open-source

standard practices that improve their sustainability. Four of the SCEC distributions, BBP,
OpenSHA, pyCSEP, and UCVM have now implemented Continuous Integration (CI) tests which
are invoked when changes are committed to the repositories. These CI tests are implemented
using GitHub actions.



Figure 2: Except from Broadband Platform GitHub README.md file showing standardized format and content for
SCEC software repositories.

4. Distribution Specific Improvements
During this project year, the SCEC software developers made specific improvements to

each SCEC software distribution. These improvements are summarized in the following sections.

4.1. Broadband Platform Improvements:
During this project year, Fabio Silva made the following improvements to the Broadband

Platform software distribution to improve its sustainability.
4.1.1. Migrated the main Broadband Platform development machine from an

older SCEC-owned Linux server with outdated GNU compilers, to a
modern Linux server with current GNU compilers operated by USC CARC.
As a positive side-effect, both the Broadband development machine and
the compute nodes at USC’s CARC now share the same software
configuration, making it easier to move codes from development to
production.

4.1.2. Increased unit test coverage in order to test a larger number of code
paths and input combinations. Current test coverage is at approximately



50%. Unit tests were also updated in order to catch known
incompatibilities with external libraries.

4.1.3. Implemented Continuous Integration (CI) processing for the BBP GitHub
repository using GitHub actions which runs a subset of the full BBP test
suite on each code commit to the BBP repository. The status of the tests
(passing/not passing) is shown as a badge at the Broadband Platform
landing page on GitHub.

4.1.4. Improved the code and API documentation to make it easier for the
post-processing tools available within the Broadband Platform to be used
as stand-alone tools.

4.1.5. Reviewed and updated the scientific modules’ documentation on GitHub
so users can learn about the scientific background and configuration
parameters for each simulation method. The updated documentation
about each science module includes the latest changes implemented in
the latest Broadband Platform release as well as links to other
publications.

4.1.6. Updated the Broadband Platform GitHub repository, so that it contains
the standardized files for our SCEC repositories including a README.md, a
License.txt file, CREDITS.md, Code_of_Conduct.md, and
CONTRIBUTING.md.

4.1.7. Improved the delivery of the Broadband platform by creating a
bbp_docker image and posting it on DockerHub.

4.1.8. Updated the software license for the SCEC-developed parts of the
Broadband Platform from the older Apache 2 license to the USC
recommended BSD-3 license.

4.1.9. Updated the BBP software release checklist, to ensure software releases
are performed in a consistent manner.

4.2. CyberShake Improvements:
During this project year, Scott Callaghan made the following improvements to the

CyberShake Platform software to improve its sustainability.
4.2.1. Migrated the CyberShake software from its original SVN version control

system into three public SCEC GitHub repositories. This migration was
done in a way that preserves the SVN versions, so that previous versions
of the code, tied to specific CyberShake studies, can be retrieved from the
GitHub repositories. The separation of the CyberShake codebase into
three repositories, cybershake-core, cybershake-tools, and
cybershake-config helps to reduce the complexity of the CyberShake
repositories, and support parallel developments by developers with
different expertise, on different parts of the software platform. Scientific
developers are mostly likely to make changes to the software in the
cybershake-core. Workflow developers are most likely to make changes to
the cybershake-tools, and operators performing production calculations
are most likely to make changes to the cybershake-config.



4.2.2. Migrated the CyberShake job-submission host from an older SCEC-owned
Linux server, to a modern Linux server operated by USC CARC which
significantly improves the reliability of the CyberShake workflow system.

4.2.3. Updated the CyberShake software to use a recent version of the BBP
rupture generator software, and post-processing tools. This helps to
synchronize the versions of scientific codes used in CyberShake and the
BBP.

4.2.4. To support porting of the CyberShake SGT software, which is a
CUDA-based version of AWP-ODC, to next generation supercomputer
hardware, specifically OLCF Frontier, he created an SGT verification
configuration and results data set and documentation on how to run the
software and verify its results on existing HPC systems.

4.2.5. Created a standardized software page for the CyberShake project to act as
a homepage for this project. This page includes links to existing
CyberShake documentation and training materials, provides links to
existing CyberShake studies and their associated datasets, lists recent
CyberShake-related publications, and identifies appropriate ways to cite
the CyberShake project.

4.3. OpenSHA Improvements:
During this project year, Kevin Milner made the following improvements to the OpenSHA

software to improve its sustainability.
4.3.1. Re-organized the multiple OpenSha GitHub repositories. He archived

several of the existing OpenSHA GitHub repositories that are no longer
active. As the end of the project year, the primary OpenSHA repos are
now:
 - opensha/opensha - main project, the most important and needs
to be maintained (BSD-3)
 - opensha/opensha-dev - development sandbox, not as important
(BSD-3)
 - opensha/opensha-oaf - aftershock forecasting code, maintained
by the USGS (CC0-1.0)
 - opensha/opensha-cybershake - cybershake-specific code, needs
to be maintained (BSD-3)
 - opensha/ucerf3-etas-launcher - Tools for launching and
processing UCERF3-ETAS simulations, needs to be maintained
 - opensha/opensha-fault-sys-tools - Tools for building
UCERF3-style earthquake forecasts, needs to be maintained

4.3.2. Added Continuous Integration (CI) testing, based on GitHub actions, to
the OpenSHA repo so selected tests are run on each software commit.
The status of the OpenSHA testing is now shown on the primary
OpenSHA GitHub repo (https://github.com/opensha) with Build, Build
and Test, and Server Status Test badges.

https://github.com/opensha


4.3.3. Updated the OpenSHA license from the earlier Apache 2 license to the
USC recommended BSD-3 to ensure un-restricted open-source access to
all OpenSHA software in the future.

4.3.4. Made significant additions and improvements to the OpenSHA
documentation which now provides overview materials, application
examples, tutorials, and a development roadmap.

4.4. pyCSEP Improvements:
During this project year, William Savran made the following improvements to the pyCSEP

software to improve its sustainability.
4.4.1. Implemented Continuous Integration (CI) testing to the pyCSEP GitHub

repository using GitHub actions.
4.4.2. Implemented inline documentation to the pyCSEP source code to

document the parameters used in each pyCSEP method.
4.4.3. Made improvements to the pyCSEP documentation by including several

new examples and tutorials, mathematical descriptions of the software.
4.4.4. Released pyCSEP v0.6.0 through multiple channels. The pyCSEP source

code can be retrieved from the pyCSEP GitHub repository. pyCSEP can
also be installed using Python distribution channels that include PyPi, and
conda-forge, two widely used Python Software Index services. This
enables pyCSEP to be easily installed using standard Python package
managers including pip and conda.

4.4.5. Worked with SCEC earthquake forecasting researchers to develop Jupyter
notebook-based pyCSEP software tutorials as way to provide working
examples and interactive documentation to researchers.

4.4.6. Developed a project website that can be used to disseminate information
to the user community about new updates to the software package.

4.4.7. Led the development of two citable software publications for the PyCSEP
software including an article in the Journal of Open Source Software that
has been published, and an article in Seismological Research Letters that
has been accepted for publication.

4.5. UCVM Improvements:
During this project year, Mei-Hui Su and Phil Maechling made the following

improvements to the UCVM software to improve its sustainability.
4.5.1. Improved the UCVM software installation methods by moving individual

velocity models to their own GitHub repositories so that changes to the
models did not impact the core UCVM distribution.

4.5.2. Updated the UCVM installation process so that it retrieves the required
large files from a file system on USC CARC storage, which provides larger
capacity, more reliability, and higher bandwidth than the SCEC-owned
storage used previously.

4.5.3. Improved UCVM testing by adding more complete testing scripts to both
the core UCVM and the ucvm_plotting repositories.



4.5.4. Implemented Continuous Integration (CI) processing using GitHub actions
to run installation scripts and testing scripts  when codes are committed
to both UCVM and ucvm_plotting repositories.

4.5.5. Migrated some UCVM documentation from a SCEC-operated wiki, and
improved UCVM’s GitHub wiki based UCVM documentation so that both
the software source code and software documentation is available on
GitHub.

4.5.6. Added CC by 4.0 copyright notice to the UCVM GitHub documentation.
4.5.7. Improved UCVM software distribution methods by creating and posting

DockerHub images containing individual velocity models. The Docker
images can be retrieved and run, without requiring a complex installation
process, on several operating systems including Linux, MacOS, and
Windows.

4.5.8. Developed alternative velocity model distribution format by using UCVM
to create netCDF format models of CVM-H and CVM-S4 velocity models
which supported ground motion modelers that required velocity models
in netCDF format.

4.5.9. Registered a version of UCVM to Zenodo and was assigned a software DOI
for the distribution.

Figure 3: The Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (CIG) project recommends these software
development best practices. We will evaluate SCEC software distributions against these CIG practices to ensure
SCEC’s open-source software distributions meet geoscience community software standards.

5. Evaluation of SCEC Distributions against CIG Best Practices at end of Project:



As stated earlier, the primary objective of this project was to bring SCEC software
distributions up to at least the CIG minimum software best practices, as listed in Figure 3.

These CIG minimum Software Development Best Practices guidelines mention 10
specific requirements, in several categories. In the following section, I evaluate each SCEC
software distribution at the end of the project against these criteria.

1. All source in version control.
2. Code builds on Unix-like machines with free tools.
3. Portable build system.
4. Code includes tests that verify it runs properly.
5. Results of accurate and/or performance benchmarks (if established by the community).
6. Instruction for installation.
7. Description of all parameters.
8. Explanation of physics the code simulates.
9. Cookbook examples with input files.
10. Citable publication.

5.1. Broadband platform:
My evaluation at the end of this project is that the current development branch of the

Broadband Software, and its associated documentation, meets all 10 of the CIG minimum
software best practices. When the current development version is officially released, it could be
contributed to CIG. One area that should be improved is related to the software licenses
attached to some of the ground motion models. While the SCEC-developed portion of the
Broadband Platform is now released with a BSD-3 license, some of the ground motion methods,
including the Irikura Recipe, have their own open-source license. These alternative licenses
should be more clearly expressed in the documentation.

5.2. CyberShake:
CyberShake is the most complex SCEC distribution, involving parallel scientific codes

requiring clusters for execution, workflow tools, and multiple existing versions. My evaluation at
the end of this project is that to meet CIG standards, our CyberShake software distribution
needs continued work to meet three CIG standards including 3) Portable Build system, 7)
Description of all parameters, and 8) Explanation of physics the code simulates. It meets the
other CIG requirements although the information is distributed in several locations, and is not
well integrated or consistently formatted.

5.3. OpenSHA:
My evaluation at the end of this project is that the current master branch of the

OpenSHA repository, and its associated documentation, meets all 10 of the CIG minimum
software best practices. A current version of OpenSHA could be contributed to CIG. Since there
are multiple branches of the OpenSHA GitHub repository, a potential improvement to the
current OpenSHA distribution would implement well-defined software releases, to make it
easier for users to identify the best available version of the software.



5.4. pyCSEP:
My evaluation at the end of this project is that the current main branch of the pyCSEP

repository, and its associated documentation, meets all 10 of the CIG minimum software best
practices. pyCSEP is the newest SCEC software distribution, and it has been developed using
open-source software best practices from the start. pyCSEP development has introduced several
valuable sustainability practices to SCEC software development, including community-based
software development and version control practices, software documentation practices, and
software distribution practices.

5.5. UCVM:
UCVM is a complex SCEC distribution that is under continuous development. My

evaluation at the end of this project is that to meet CIG standards, our UCVM software
distribution needs continued work to meet two CIG standards including: 4) Code includes tests
that verify it runs properly, and 7) Description of all parameters. UCVM test coverage was
improved on this project, but the software has many features, and each feature needs to be
tested against many models. I believe further systematic tests need to be implemented, for
features such as query by depth, query by elevation, adding GTL’s, adding small scale
heterogeneities, and MPI-based meshing utilities. In a similar way, documentation of the
parameters is still incomplete, or out of date, because the software has been updated since the
original documentation, including UCVM manual pages, were written.
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